The representation theorem for fork algebras was always misunderstood regarding its applications in program construction. Its application was always described as "the portability of properties of the problem domain into the abstract calculus of fork algebras". In this paper we show that the results provided by the representation theorem are by far more important. We show that not only the heuristic power coming from concrete binary relations is captured inside the abstract calculus, but also design strategies for program development can be successfully expressed. This result makes fork algebras a programming calculus by far more powerful than it was previously thought.
Introduction
In the field of program specification and development within programming calculi, relational calculi are gaining more interest with the passing of time. As an example of this, calculi formerly based only in functions have been extended with relational operators [5, 19] . The reason to do so, is that even though calculi based on functions have shown to be fruitful for program development from functional specifications [3, 4] , finding such specifications requires still a big effort, since the gap between the problem and its functional specification may be difficult to be crossed. On the other hand, relational frameworks allow to define new operators adequate for relations but not for functions. These operators, as for example the complement and converse of binary relations, have a big expressive power, thus being useful for formal specification of non formally stated problems. At the same time, these operators are non algorithmic, i.e., they cannot be viewed as operations on programs that yield new programs, as can be the sequential composition.
From the previous remarks, the process of program construction within relational calculi can be represented -in a simplified vision -by the diagram in Fig. 1 .
Fork algebras were devised as a relational framework for program specification and construction by formal calculations [2, 7, 8, 11, 15, 16] . Fork algebras were also used in algebraic logic, as a framework for equational axiomatization of theories coming from both classical and non classical logics [10, 13, 14, 24, 25] . Among the algebraic properties of fork algebras, their representability originated a lot of work [10, 13, 14] . The representability of fork algebras was always misunderstood regarding its applications in program construction. Its application was always described as "the portability of properties of the problem domain into the abstract calculus of fork algebras". In this paper we show that the results provided by the representation theorem are by far more important. We show that not only the heuristic power coming from concrete binary relations is captured inside the abstract calculus, but also design strategies for program development can be successfully expressed. This result makes fork algebras a programming calculus by far more powerful than it was previously thought.
Proper and Abstract Fork Algebras
Proper fork algebras (PFAs for short) are extensions of algebras of binary relations [17] with a new operator called fork, and denoted by ∇. This new operator induces a structure on the underlying domain of PFAs. The objects, instead of being binary relations on a plain set, are binary relations on a structured domain A, , where fulfills some simple conditions. Fig. 2 shows the relationship existing between fork and , namely, that fork is defined in terms of .
In order to define the class of proper fork algebras 1 , we will first define the class of Full PFA as follows 2 .
Definition 2.1 A Full PFA is a two sorted structure with domains P (U × U ) and U
such that 1. |, Id,˘and -stand for composition between binary relations, the diagonal relation on U , the converse of binary relations, and set complementation w.r.t. U × U , respectively. Thus, the reduct to the structure P (U × U ) , ∪, ∩, -, ∅, U × U, |, Id,˘ is an algebra of binary relations, 2. : U × U → U is an injective function, 3. R ∇S = { x, (y, z) : xR y and xS z }.
Definition 2.2
We define FullPFA as RdFull PFA where Rd takes reducts to the similarity type ∪, ∩, -, ∅, U × U, |, Id,˘, ∇ , and define the class PFA as S P FullPFA, where S takes subalgebras and P closes a class under direct product.
In Defs. 2.1 and 2.2, the function performs the role of pairing, encoding pairs of objects into single objects. It is important to notice that there are functions which are far from being set-theoretical pair formation, i.e., there are models in which (x, y) is not the same as x, y . Definition 2.3 rfa We define the class of RFAs as the closure under isomorphisms of PFA.
Once we have a complete definition of fork, there is another operation that is of interest in the specification and development of programs, and whose usefulness will be evident in further sections. This operation, called cross, given a pair of binary relations performs a kind of parallel product. A graphic representation of cross is given in Fig. 3 . Its set theoretical definition is given by It is not difficult to check that cross is definable from the other relational operators with the use of fork. It is an easy exercise to show that
If we keep in mind the set theoretical definition of the relational operators, the elementary theory of binary relations [22] extended with the axiom
defining fork, is a reasonable framework for software specification. Since it contains all first order logic, it is clearly expressive enough. Programs could be specified as the relation established between input and output data. In doing so, we should work with variables ranging over two different kinds of objects. Variables ranging over relations would represent programs, while variables ranging over individuals represent data to be used by those programs. This controversial situation is not new in program construction, for it was already suffered by people working in functional frameworks. Their solution, in order to obtain simple frameworks, was to look for more abstract calculi on which everything be a function (variables ranging over individuals, often called dummy variables, were eliminated).
It is in the search of an abstract framework for relational calculi, that abstract fork algebras (to be introduced next) appear.
Definition 2.4
An abstract fork algebra is an algebraic structure
, ,˘, ∇ satisfying the following axioms Axioms stating that R, +, ·, -, 0, 1 is a Boolean algebra,
x; (y ;z) = (x;y) ;z, (Ax. 1) (x+y) ;z = x;z + y ;z, (Ax. 2) (x+y)˘=x+y, (Ax. 3)
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x;1 , = 1 , ;x = x, (Ax. 5) (x;y)˘=y ;x, (Ax. 6)
Axioms Ax. 1-Ax. 7 characterize the relation algebraic operators, and axioms Ax. 8-Ax. 10 describe ∇. Alternative axiomatizations for the RA part can be obtained by replacing Ax. 7 by any of the following two formulas:
From the abstract definition of fork induced by the axioms in Def. 2.4, it is possible to define cross by the equation
We also define another two operations on binary relations called respectively right residual and relational implication. We define the right residual of relations R and S (denoted by R\S) in terms of the relational operators previously defined, by
The set theoretical definition of the right residual is given by the following formula
The abstract definition of the relational implication of relations R and S, is given by the equality R → S = R ;S, while its set theoretical definition is given by
Arithmetical Properties of Relation and Fork Algebras
In this section we present two theorems on the valid arithmetical properties in both relation and fork algebras. Even though most of the results will not be specifically used in this paper, they will become a source of reference for this and future papers.
Theorem 3.1
The following properties are valid in all relation algebras:
, then R ;S = R ·S for all R and S.
2. Dom (R) = (R ;1) ·1 , and Ran (R) = (1;R) ·1 , for all R.
3. Dom (R) ;R = R and R ;Ran (R) = R for all R.
4. Dom (R +S) = Dom (R) +Dom (S) and Ran (R +S) = Ran (R) +Ran (S) for all R and S .
5. Dom Ȓ = Ran (R) and Ran Ȓ = Dom (R) for all R. 
(R ·S)
;T (R ;T ) · (S ;T ) and R ; (S ·T ) (R ;S) · (R ;T ) for all R, S and T .
If F is a functional relation, G F , and Dom
14. (R ·S)˘=Ȓ·S for all R and S.
(R +S)˘=Ȓ+S for all R and S.
16. If I is an injective relation then (R ·S) ;I = (R ;I) · (S ;I) for all R and S.
17.Ȓ =Ȓ for all R.
18. R ;1 = Dom (R) ;1 and 1;R = 1;Ran (R) for all R.
19. If P +Q = 1 , and P ·Q = 0, then P ;1 = Q;1.
20.
If F is a functional relation then Dom (F ) ;F ;R = F ;R for all R.
21.
If I is an injective relation then R ;I ;Ran (I) = R;I for all R.
22. If F 1 , then F ;R · S = F ; (R ·S) and R ;F · S = (R ·S) ;F for all R and S.
Proof. 1. See [6] , Cor. 3.12.
2. We will prove that both Dom (R) (R ;1) ·1 , and Dom (R) (R ;1) ·1 ,
(by monotonicity) 
The proof for Ran follows in a similar way. 5.
The other property is proved analogously. 6. See [6] Thms. 3.2 and 3.5. The other case is proved similarly. R ;1;1 (by monotonicity) = R ;1.
(by 11)
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19. In order to proof this property we will show that Q;1 is the complement of P ;1.
(Hyp.)
We also have
From (P ;1)· (Q;1) = 0 and (P ;1)+(Q;1) = 1, we deduce P ;1 = Q;1.
20. In order to prove this property we will use the following property about Boolean algebras. Let R, S and T be arbitrary, then
(by 9)
(by 
By monotonicity,
Also,
(by 7)
Then,
Thus, by (3.2), (3.3) and BA,
On the other hand,
(by Ax. 5)
Joining (3.4) and (3.5),
The case when F appears on the right hand side is proved analogously.
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Theorem 3.2
The following properties are true in all fork algebras.
(R⊗S) · (T ⊗U ) = (R ·T ) ⊗ (S ·U ) for all R, S, T and U . 2. (R ∇S) ; (T ⊗U ) = (R ;T ) ∇ (S ; U ) for all R, S, T and U . 3. (R⊗S) ; (T ⊗U ) = (R ;T ) ⊗ (S ;U ) for all R, S, T and U . 4. (R ∇S)
;2 = R ·S for all R and S. 5. The relations π and ρ are functional. 6.π ;ρ = 1.
8. If F is a filter then F ;R ∇ S = F ; (R ∇S) for all R and S.
9. Ȓ ⊗1 , ;2 = Dom (1 , ⊗R) ;2 ;ρ for all R.
(R ∇S)
;π = Dom (S) ;R and (R ∇S) ;ρ = Dom (R) ;S for all R and S. 11. Dom (π ;R) = Dom (R) ⊗1 , and Dom (ρ; R) = 1 , ⊗Dom (R) for all R.
(R +S) ⊗T = (R⊗T ) + (S⊗T ) and R⊗ (S +T ) = (R⊗S) + (R⊗T ) for all R, S
and T . 13. R ; (S ∇T ) (R ;S) ∇ (R ;T ) for all R, S and T . 14. Let F be a functional relation, then F ; (R ∇S) = (F ;R) ∇ (F ;S) for all R and S. 15. (R⊗1 , ) ;π = π ;R and (1 , ⊗R) ;ρ = ρ; R for all R. Proof. 1.
(R⊗S)˘=Ȓ⊗S for all R and S. 17. (R ∇S) · (T ∇U
(by Ax. 9)
In order to show that
it suffices to show that
(R ∇S) ; (π ∇ρ) = (R ∇S) ; (π ∇ρ)˘(by Ax. 10 and 3.1.6)
(by Ax. 8)
4. Follows immediately from Ax. 9. The proof for ρ is analogous. (by BA)
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7. In order to show that Dom (π) = 1 , ⊗1 , we will show that π ;1 = (1 , ⊗1 , ) ;1.
(by 3.1.11)
The proof for ρ is analogous. 8.
9. First, notice that Ȓ ⊗1 , ;2 = π ;Ȓ · ρ (by (2.3) and Ax. 9)
In order to prove the equality we will reason as follows. First, notice that the term 
(by 3.1.14)
= Dom π ·Ȓ ;ρ ˘ (by Ax. 6)
We will finally show that 
10.
(by 3.1.6 and 3.1.10) = R · Dom (S) ;1 (by 3.1.18) = Dom (S) ;R.
(by 3.1.7)
The case with ρ follows in a similar way.
11.
Dom (π ;R) = (π ;R ;1) ·1 , (by 3.1.2)
; (1 · Dom (R) ;π ;1 , ) (by (2.1)) = π ;Dom (R) ;Dom (R) ;π (by Ax. 5 and BA) = π ; (Dom (R) ·Dom (R)) ;π (by 3.1.1) = π ;Dom (R) ;π.
(BA)
, ;π)˘·(1;ρ)˘) (by 3.1.14)
= Dom π ;1 , ·ρ;1 (by Ax. 6)
(by monotonicity)
Thus,
Let us show now the other inclusion. In order to do that we will reason as follows. First, let us notice that
(by monotonicity) = π ;R ;1.
(by 3.1.18)
Second, notice that
Thus, The other case follows in a similar way. 17.
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18. In order to proof the equality we will prove both inclusions. 19. Since the proofs of both properties are analogous, we will focus in the first one. In order to prove the equality we will prove both inclusions. Notice first that by 3.1.7 and 3.1.18, Dom Ȋ ⊗R ;2 ;π = Ȋ ⊗R ;2;1 · π.
(1 , ⊗ R ;I) ;2 = π · ρ; R ;I (by (2.3) and 4) π.
(by BA) 
Expressiveness, Finitization, and Program Construction
In this section we analyze two important characteristics of fork algebras, namely, their expressiveness and their finite axiomatizability. We will present results stating that first-order theories can be interpreted into equational theories in abstract fork algebras, and also that the class of PFAs has a finitely axiomatizable theory. Finally, we will show the relationship existing between these results and the development of programs within fork algebras. In order to describe shortly the relationship existing between first order logic with equality and fork algebras, we can say that first order theories can be interpreted as equational theories in fork algebras. More formally, let L be a first order language. Let us denote by A, L the extension of the similarity type of abstract fork algebras with a sequence of constant symbols whose names are sequentially assigned from the symbols in L. Then the following theorem holds.
Theorem 4.1
There exists a recursively defined mapping T , translating formulas in L into equations in A, L , satisfying
The symbol ∇ in Thm. 4.1 stands for provability in fork algebras, i.e., the extralogical axioms defining the fork algebra operators are assumed to hold.
The result shown in Thm. 4.1 was already known for other algebraic systems closely related with fork algebras, as quasi-projective relation algebras and pairing relation algebras. The work on the interpretability of first-order theories into quasi-projective relation algebras was extensively developed by Tarski and Givant in [23] , while the version for pairing relation algebras was developed by Maddux in [18] . Theorem 4.1 has an strong application in program development within the framework of abstract fork algebras. If we use as our primitive specification language some first-order theories -assumption more than reasonable since first-order languages are simple and expressive formal languages -Thm. 4.1 guarantees that by applying the mapping T to a first-order specification of a given problem, we obtain a faithful abstract relational specification of it.
There are two relations that, because of their meaning in the standard models for fork algebras, behave as projections. These relations, namely, (1 , ∇1)˘and (1∇1 , )˘, are named respectively π and ρ. Later on, in Lemma 4.4, we will show interesting properties about them.
Definition 4.2
Before defining the mapping T , we will define an auxiliary mapping δ in order to map first-order terms. We assume our first-order language has variables denoted by v n , constant symbols denoted by c n , and function symbols denoted by f n . In what follows, t ;n is an abbreviation for n times t; · · · ;t. For the sake of completeness, t ;0 is defined as 1
, . In particular, we define v n as ρ ;(n−1) ;π.
Before defining the mapping T , we need to define some auxiliary terms. We define inductively the sequence of terms ∆ n (n ≥ 1) by:
Definition 4.3
formulatranslation Once the mapping δ is defined, we are ready for defining the mapping T , translating first-order formulas into fork algebra equations.
1. T (t 1 ≡ t 2 ) = (δ(t 1 )∇δ(t 2 ));2;1,
Fork algebras' expressiveness theorems establish that the specifications and the properties of the application domain, which may be expressed in first-order logic, can also be expressed in the equational theory of abstract fork algebras. However, this expressibility is insufficient for one to formulate, within the theory, many of the fundamental aspects of the program construction process. The process of program construction by calculations within relational calculi require more than the possibility to express the specification of requirements, it is necessary to be able to check their correctness and termination, supply general rules, strategies and heuristics, and demonstrate their validity.
By now, no relationship has been established between PFAs and AFAs, despite of the more or less obvious fact that every PFA satisfies the axioms of AFA, and thus is an AFA itself. This means that some of the AFAs are algebras where the objects are binary relations, but their could be some other AFAs where this property does not hold. The consequence of the existence of such AFA is that our calculus, even though simple and expressive, would be of little heuristic value because of the lack of intuition about the objects being manipulated. Fortunately, as will be shown in the following paragraphs, this is not the case and abstract fork algebras are algebras of binary relations.
The finitization theorem, which establishes that the axioms defining AFAs give an axiomatization for PFAs [10, 12, 13] , provides important arguments for overcoming the limitations of the equational theory of fork algebras in program construction, as well as guarantees that fork algebras are algebras of binary relations.
The following properties of the relations π and ρ are useful along the proof of the finitization theorem. They establish that the relations π and ρ satisfy the definition of quasi-projections as given in [23] p. 96. Thus, we call π the first quasi-projection and ρ the second quasi-projection of an AFA.
Lemma 4.4
The relations π and ρ are functional. Moreover, the equationπ ;ρ = 1 holds in every AFA.
Proof. By 3.2.5 and 3.2.6.
If we recall that quasi-projective relation algebras [23] are relation algebras containing a couple of relations satisfying the properties enumerated in Lemma 4.4, we immediately obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 4.5
The relation algebra reduct of any AFA is a quasi-projective relation algebra.
If we want to show that the axioms characterizing AFAs offer an axiomatization of PFAs we must show that AFA = RFA. In order to prove this result we can proceed as follows. First, it is easy to show that the axioms characterizing AFAs hold in the class of PFAs, and therefore RFA ⊆ AFA. If as a second step we prove a representation theorem showing that every AFA is isomorphic to some PFA, we have the equality.
The finitization theorem for fork algebras, can then be stated as This elementary equivalence between AFAs and PFAs is extremely useful in our setting, since first-order formulas in the language of fork algebras now have a clear meaning when being considered as assertions about binary relations (or programs). It will be shown in Sect. 6 that, while equations suffice to express algorithms, first order formulas about relations can be used to describe design strategies for program development. This adds a new dimension to the development of algorithms within fork algebras.
Program Construction within Fork Algebras, the Old Style
Until now, the process of program construction within fork algebras was somewhat anarchical. Even though the process of passing from specifications in first-order logic to equational specifications in fork algebras was algorithmic (see [7, 15] for a more detailed explanation of this), once in this point the clever decisions required in order to arrive to equations representing algorithms were not captured in the calculus. Even though design strategies were used as rationales guiding the calculations, the use of these strategies was outside the scope of the calculus, and thus an important knowledge in the derivation process was lost.
The old process of program construction within fork algebras can be summarized by 1. Specify the problem using first-order predicate logic with equality, 2. Translate the first-order specification as a set of equations capturing the original specification, 3. Start performing replacements of equals by equals until finding an equivalent set of equations with an algorithmic shape.
It is clear that in step 3, no methodology is described about the way of dealing with design decisions. Also there seems not to be any way of proving the correctness of general design strategies. As we will see later, this is because the equational language of fork algebras, even though adequate for specification of problems, it is not adequate for capturing other parts of the development process. In the next section we will overcome this restriction.
Program Construction within Fork Algebras, Adding a New Dimension
A programming calculus can be viewed as a set of rules to obtain, in a more or less systematic way, programs out of specifications. A very interesting and popular approach, is the one based on functional programming languages [4] . In these functional frameworks, specifications and programs are expressed in the same language, and transformation rules are defined in a suitable, frequently ad-hoc, metalanguage. A main drawback of functional settings, is the lack of expressiveness of their specification languages which are confined to functional expressions. These functional specifications, though inefficient when viewed as programs, are running programs, and thus, when specifying a problem, we previously need to have some algorithm solving it.
On the other hand, relational calculi have a more expressive specification language (because of the existence of the converse and complement of relations), allowing for more declarative specifications. However, choosing a relational framework is not a guarantee for a calculus to be totally adequate. These frameworks, as for instance the one proposed by Möller in [20] , even though having a powerful specification language, also have some methodological drawbacks. The process of program derivation is aimed to use only abstract properties of relations, on which variables ranging over individuals (often called dummy variables) are avoided. Nevertheless, since no complete set of abstract rules exists capturing all the information of the relational (semantical) framework, the process goes back and forth between abstract and concrete properties of relations.
When using fork algebras as a programming calculus [2, 7, 8, 11, 15, 16] , we have (as shown in Thm. 4.1), the expressiveness of first-order logic. Furthermore, as Thm. 4.6 shows, the axioms of AFAs provide a complete characterization of PFAs. These results enable us to use first-order logic as a specification language, certain fork algebra equations as programs, and to reason about the properties of specifications and programs within the theory. Moreover, Thm. 4.6, when establishing the elementary equivalence between T h(AFA) and T h(PFA), allows to formulate strategies and heuristics of the program construction process in the shape of first-order formulas about relations.
A very popular strategy used in the solution of problems and in the design of programs is Divide and Conquer (D&C). Its basic idea is to decompose a problem into two or more subproblems and then combine their solutions to solve the original problem. Divide and Conquer has been extensively studied and several variants to it have been proposed, most regarding the type of subproblems into which the original problem is decomposed. Many of the best known algorithms used to solve classic programming problems (sorting, searching, etc.) stem from the application of recursive Divide and Conquer principle (i.e., the original problem itself becomes a subproblem for even simpler data). Some examples of this are QuickSort and MergeSort for the problem of sorting, and BinarySearch for the problem of searching. Actually, Divide and Conquer is a combination of two simpler strategies, namely, Case Analysis (C A) and Recomposition. The former's idea is to express a problem as a sum of other problems, usually by decomposing its domain. On the other hand, the technique of Recomposition decomposes complex data into simpler pieces, each one to be processed by some subalgorithm. The results coming from those subalgorithms are later composed into a single output.
In the context of our theory, strategies can be expressed as first-order formulas over relations. In that way, for example, a formula that characterizes the application of Case Analysis will state that it is possible to decompose a problem into a number of subproblems P 1 , . . . , P k over mutually disjoint domains. Formally, the strategy can be represented by the formula
As a particular instance of the strategy of Case Analysis, we have the strategy of T rivialization, which requires one of the subproblems to be Easy (i.e., to have a solution at hand for that problem). We can formally model this strategy by the formula
This strategy is widely used when constructing recursive algorithms. In this case, usually one of the subalgorithms is required not to contain a call to the original one, in order to be an end point for the recursion. In this case, the predicate Easy can be formalized as
The previous formula characterizes a relation P 0 as being an easy representation of Q, a subproblem of the problem P . This means that P 0 might have occurrences of P inside, but these occurrences are innocuous, since they do not influence the behavior of P 0 . Under this formal version of Easy, Trivialization becomes
In a similar way, the following formula over relations characterizes the strategy of Recomposition.
where the relations Split and Join stand for programs so that the first one effectively decomposes the data, and the latter combines the results of Q 1 , . . . , Q k in order to provide a solution for P . By joining the strategies of Recomposition and T rivialization, we obtain the formalization of Divide and Conquer
where the original program P may appear inside some of the terms Q 1 , . . . , Q k , but does not affect the term P 0 .
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Each strategy comes with an associated explanation about how to construct a program solving the original problem. It is easy to see how the previously given strategies induce the structure of the programs. For example, it is clear from the definition of Case Analysis that whenever C A(P, P 0 , P 1 ) holds, we can infer that P = P 0 +P 1 , thus giving a program (equation) of the desired shape solving the problem P . In the same way, when D&C(P, P 0 , Split, Q 1 , . . . , Q k , Join) holds, we have a program with shape P = P 0 + Split; (Q 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Q k );Join solving P .
Once we have shown how to express strategies as first-order relational formulas, we are ready to explain the process of program construction. The derivation of a program (ground equation with algorithmic operators) using strategies as the ones shown above, consists essentially in:
1. Providing a specification for P , in the form of equations or first-order formulas.
These specifications define the theory of P (T h(P )). Possible ways to obtain this specification could be, either using the translation T , or matching against the definitions of the relational operators (see the example below). 2. Selecting a strategy. This is a design decision which will define the general form of the solution we are seeking. A strategy for solving a problem P , would be a formula S(P, R 1 , . . . , R k ) as the ones shown above, together with the explanation about how to construct a program from it. 3. Performing calculations in fork algebras, so that we find ground terms
Iterating steps 2 and 3 choosing new strategies, not only for P , but also for any subterm of Q 1 , . . . , Q k .
When we decide to stop applying the steps above, the methodology guarantees we have found a term t (according to the strategies applied) satisfying
Example 6.1 Let us consider the problem of finding the minimum element in a structured data type. For the sake of clarity we will work with lists, but at the same time we emphasize the generality of the method. This problem can be specified in first-order logic by the formula
where we assume HAS and ≤ are already known, and all the relevant information about them is available.
Matching the specification for M IN against the definition of the relational operators, we obtain the equation
M IN = HAS · (HAS → ≤) .
If we apply D&C to our problem, we obtain
Using the fact that the domain of lists can be divided between lists whose length is less or equal than 1 and longer ones, and that the minimum element in unitary lists is their head (and thus an easy problem), we obtain 
For finding these terms, we will use a property of the relational implication called "Break Implication Rule", specially useful for finding recursive solutions from universally quantified specifications. This property, graphically explained in Fig.4 , is stated as:
If
If we now make the instantiation R := HAS and S :=≤, by taking M IDDLE (given a list gives as output its first and second half) as Split and M IN N U M (given two numbers gives the smaller as output) as Join, the Break Implication Rule yields
Unfolding the specification of M IN in the term 1 ,
(HAS · (HAS →≤)) .
Since functional relations distribute over meet (by 3. 
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented an important application of the representation theorem for fork algebras, by showing that it is possible to express development strategies in the first-order language of fork algebras. This makes fork algebras a framework easier to handle than for example CIP-L [1] , on which the rules are written in a metalanguage. We also gave an example in order to show how the methodology can be applied.
